Abstract Enhanced transport of microbes in subsurface is a focus in bioaugmentation applications for remediation of groundwater. In this study, the effect of low-concentration monorhamnolipid biosurfactant on transport of Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 9027 in natural porous media (silica sand and a sandy soil) with or without hexadecane as the nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) was studied with miscibledisplacement experiments using artificial groundwater as the background solution. Transport of two types of cells was investigated, glucose-grown and hexadecane-grown cells with lower and higher cell surface hydrophobicity (CSH), respectively. A clean-bed colloid deposition model was used to calculate deposition rate coefficients (k) for quantitative assessment on the effect of the rhamnolipid on the transport. In the absence of NAPLs, significant cell retention was observed in the sand (81% and 82% for glucose-grown and hexadecane-grown cells, respectively). Addition of low-concentration rhamnolipid enhanced cell transport, with 40 mg/L of rhamnolipid reducing retention to 50% and 60% for glucose-grown and hexadecanegrown cells, respectively. The k values for both glucose-grown and hexadecane-grown cells correlated linearly with rhamnolipid-dependent CSH quantitatively measured using a bacterial-adhesion-to-hydrocarbon method. Retention of cells by the soil was nearly complete (>99%). Forty milligrams per liter of rhamnolipid reduced the retention to 95%. The presence of NAPLs in the sand enhanced the retention of hexadecanegrown cells with higher CSH. Transport of cells in the presence of NAPLs was enhanced by rhamnolipid at all concentrations tested, and the relative enhancement was greater than in the absence of NAPLs. This study shows the importance of hydrophobic interaction on bacterial transport in natural porous media and the potential of using low-concentration rhamnolipid for facilitating cell transport in subsurface for bioaugmentation efforts.
Introduction
Bioaugmentation is a process by which contaminant-degrading bacterial consortia are injected into a contaminated aquifer for remediation purposes. Successful bioaugmentation depends on effective transport of injected microorganisms over considerable distances and adequate distribution of the injected microorganisms throughout the contaminated zone. This has been a focus of numerous studies on bioaugmentation [Bai et al., 1997a; Chen et al., 2004; Li and Logan, 1999; Liu et al., 2011; Zhong et al., 2015 Zhong et al., , 2016 .
The primary mechanism for large-scale transport (0.1-10 m) of bacteria in porous media is advection via water flow. Transport over shorter distances (0.01-0.1 m) can occur via flagellated motility, gliding, and chemotaxis [Dechesne et al., 2010; Ebrahimi and Or, 2014; Ford and Harvey, 2007; Harms and Wick, 2006] . During the bacterial transport process, retention of bacteria may take place due to straining and/or attachment to solid surfaces. The extent to which bacteria are retained by straining depends on the ratio of the bacteria to porous medium grain diameters, the shape and size irregularity and surface roughness of porous media, the rate of water flow, and bacterial concentration [Bradford and Bettahar, 2005; Bradford et al., 2006; D ıaz et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2015; Santos and Barros, 2010; Stevik et al., 2004; Tufenkji et al., 2004] . The attachment of bacteria is affected by a number of factors, including the surface charges of both the porous media and the bacteria, the cell surface hydrophobicity (CSH), the composition of the cell surface (e.g., lipopolysaccharide, extracellular polymeric substances, outer membrane proteins, flagella, and fimbriae), physical and geochemical properties of the solid surfaces, and groundwater chemistry (e.g., ionic strength, pH, dissolved organic matter (DOM), etc.) [Abudalo et al., 2010; Balthazard-Accou et al., 2014; Gargiulo et al., 2008; Haznedaroglu et al., 2010; Huysman and Verstraete, 1993; Kim et al., 2009; Elimelech, 2005, 2006; Liu et al., 2007; Schinner et al., 2010; Walker et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2012] .
Water-immiscible organic compounds form nonaqueous-phase liquids (NAPLs) in porous media, which are often present in source zones of hazardous-waste sites. The interfaces between NAPLs and water can provide additional sorption sites for bacterial cells, and thus affect bacterial deposition [Link et al., 2010] . In addition, NAPLs residing in pores can affect the hydrodynamics of water flow in pores or cause chemotaxis, and thus influence the transport behavior of bacterial cells in porous media [Ford and Harvey, 2007; Harms and Wick, 2006; Rogers and Logan, 2000] . Therefore, the presence of NAPLs can be an important factor affecting bacterial transport in porous media.
Chemical treatments have been widely used to modify bacterial surfaces to weaken bacterial attachment and enhance transport of bacteria in porous media for bioaugmentation applications [Bai et al., 1997a; Brown and Jaff e, 2001; Gross and Logan, 1995; Powelson and Mills, 1998; Shen et al., 2013; Streger et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2011] . For example, the chemical surfactants, e.g., nonionic surfactants, Tween-20 and Brij, and anionic surfactants, sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), were observed to decrease CSH or produce the steric effect, and thus lower cell-attachment efficiencies and decrease cell retention [Brown and Jaff e, 2001; Gross and Logan, 1995; Powelson and Mills, 1998; Streger et al., 2002] . Other chemicals, e.g., ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), proteinase-k, pyrophosphate, sulfate, and phosphate, were also reported to enhance bacterial transport either by modifying cell and sand surface properties (e.g., hydrophobicity and zeta potential) or by releasing previously immobilized cells [Gross and Logan, 1995; Shen et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2011] . However, high concentrations of the chemicals are generally required for achieving significant decrease of cell retention. Many of these chemicals are resistant to biodegradation and have been considered as contaminants (e.g., SDS and SDBS), raising an issue of secondary pollution after the bioaugmentation effort Cserh ati et al., 2002; Li et al., 2016; Liwarska-Bizukojc et al., 2005] . In contrast, biosurfactants (surfactants produced by microbes) possess advantages of biodegradability and low toxicity [Gautam and Tyagi, 2006; Liu et al., 2010] , and thus are more environmentally compatible.
Rhamnolipids are the most extensively studied biosurfactants and they have been demonstrated to decrease bacterial adsorption and enhance bacterial transport in porous media. For example, Bai et al. [1997a] observed that rhamnolipids decreased irreversible adsorption of Pseudomonas aeruginosa cells onto the surface of quartz sand particles and promoted transport of the cells. Chen et al. [2004] reported that rhamnolipids could reduce retention of Lactobacillus casei and Streptococcus mitis cells in silica sand and such reduction is related to rhamnolipid concentration. Most of these studies, however, were conducted at relatively high rhamnolipid concentrations. The high cost for rhamnolipids supply limits field application of the surfactant [Zhong et al., 2015] . A few prior studies, however, showed that rhamnolipids are able to change cell surface properties at very low concentrations ($10 mg/L) [Zhang and Miller, 1994; Zhong et al., 2007 Zhong et al., , 2008 . In our prior recent studies, monorhamnolipid at the concentration of 20 mg/L was observed to significantly attenuate hydrophobic interactions between P. aeruginosa cells and glass beads, and thus reduced cell adsorption and enhanced cell transport [Zhong et al., 2015 [Zhong et al., , 2016 .
While the prior work with glass beads shows promise, it is critical to investigate the impact of rhamnolipids on bacterial transport in natural porous media. Significant differences in numerous physical and geochemical properties exist between natural porous media and glass beads, such as broad particle size distributions, irregular grain shapes, high surface roughness, and heterogeneous geochemical surface composition [D ıaz et al., 2010; Schinner et al., 2010] . Hence, some retention processes, such as straining and deposition in crevices and pits, may occur in natural porous media but not in glass beads. Therefore, the examination of the effect of low-concentration rhamnolipid on the transport of bacteria in natural porous media is relevant for field application of biosurfactant for bioaugmentation.
In this study, miscible-displacement column experiments were conducted to investigate the effect of rhamnolipid with concentrations lower than critical micelle concentration (CMC) on the transport of bacterial cells in a silica sand (''sand'') and a sandy soil (''soil''), respectively. A Gram-negative bacterium, P. aeruginosa
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ATCC 9027, was used as the bacterium because P. aeruginosa is a ubiquitously distributed bacterium that inhabits in a wide range of water and soil environments owing to its minimal requirements for survival [Gao et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014] . In addition, P. aeruginosa is known to have the ability to degrade a variety of contaminants in the environment [Drakou et al., 2015; Pasumarthi et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2016] . In some experiments, hexadecane was used as the NAPL phase to evaluate the impact of the presence of residual NAPL on bacterial transport. A clean-bed colloid deposition model [Harvey and Garabedian, 1991] was used to obtain deposition rate coefficients for quantitative assessment of the cell transport under a variety of conditions. In addition, the mechanisms mediating the effect of rhamnolipid on cell adhesion and transport behavior were investigated by monitoring cells surface properties, i.e., hydrophobicity and zeta potential. The overall objective of this study is to examine the possibility of using low-concentration rhamnolipid to enhance cell transport in natural porous media, which is of importance for field-scale application of this biosurfactant for bioremediation.
Materials and Methods
Materials
The source of the bacterium (P. aeruginosa ATCC 9027) and production of glucose-grown or hexadecanegrown cells (with hydrophilic or hydrophobic surfaces) are described in the study of Zhong et al. [2015] . Briefly, P. aeruginosa ATCC 9027 inoculum from peptone agar slant were transferred to 50 mL mineral salt medium (MSM: 5.0 g/L NH 4 Cl, 0.5 g/L MgSO 4 Á7H 2 O, 5.0 g/L Na 2 HPO 4 , 2.5 g/L K 2 HPO 4 , pH 5 6.8) with 0.5 g/L yeast extract in a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask and enriched at 378C on agyratory shaker at 200 rpm for 24 h. Then 5 mL of the enriched cell suspension was further transferred to 100 mL of MSM in a 500 mL Erlenmeyer flask containing 20 g/L glucose or 20 g/L hexadecane as the carbon source. This culture was incubated at 378C and 200 rpm on a gyratory shaker and cells were harvested after growing to stationary phase (36 h grown on glucose or 28 days on hexadecane, based on the growth curves).
The monorhamnolipid (monoRL, purity ! 99%) was obtained from Huzhou Zijin Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Zhejiang, China). The methods (high-performance liquid chromatography-mass spectroscopy) for rhamnolipid constituent analysis and the results are described in Zhong et al. [2015] . The molecular structure of a typical species is shown in supporting information Figure S1 . The average molecular weight of the rhamnolipid is 504 g/mol. Hexadecane (purity ! 99%) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The L-rhamnose monohydrate (purity ! 99%) was obtained from Shanghai Siyu Chemical Technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). All other chemicals are reagent grade with purity sufficient for analytical applications. An artificial groundwater (AGW) was used as the background solution for all experiments. It consists of (per liter): 0.006 g NaCl, 0.012 g CaSO 4 , 0.012 g NaHCO 3 , 0.002 g KNO 3 , 0.035 g MgSO 4 Á7H 2 O (pH 5 7.2) [Bai et al., 1997a] . The surface tension of rhamnolipid solution was measured using the Du No€ uy Ring method described in detail by Yuan et al. [2007] , and the CMC of the rhamnolipid in AGW was determined to be 106 mg/L based on the dependence of solution surface tension on rhamnolipid concentrations (supporting information Figure S1 ). Electrical conductivity of rhamnolipid solution in AGW was measured using a conductivity meter (DDS-11A, Shanghai Instrument Co., Ltd.).
The sand was obtained from Zhensheng Mining Co. Ltd (Hebei, China). It is mined from an aquifer in the Taihang Mountain area, China. The major constituents of the sand are SiO 2 (!98.0%), Al 2 O 3 ( 1.0%), and Fe 2 O 3 ( 0.15%). Before use, the sand was sonicated in a water-bath ultrasonicator to remove surface debris and then the cleaned sand was air dried. The soil was collected from a flood plain of Xiangjiang river in Changsha city (Hunan, China) at the depth of $1.5 m below surface. Before use, the soil was sieved through a 2 mm mesh to remove large particles, placed in a water-bath ultrasonicator to remove surface debris, and then air dried.
Characterization of Porous Media and Cells
For both porous media, the particle size distribution and the mean diameter (d 50 ) were obtained based on sieve-based mass fractionation analysis. The specific surface area was measured with the N 2 /BET method using a Tri-Star 3020 automatic specific surface area analyzer (Mike Instruments, Georgia). Morphology was examined by scanning electron microscopy (Tabletop-SEM, TM3000, Hitachi). Organic matter content was measured using the loss-on-ignition method. Selected properties of the porous media are presented in Table 1 and supporting information Figure S2 .
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The zeta potential of the sand and the soil as a function of the rhamnolipid concentration was measured. In brief, the sand or soil grains were ground into fine particles using a ball mill, and then 0.5 g of the particles was suspended in 20 mL of AGW containing rhamnolipid with different concentrations (0, 20, 40, or 80 mg/L). The suspension was allowed to stand for 10 h for precipitation of large particles and establishment of a stable suspension. Then the zeta potential of the particles was measured with a ZEN3600 Zetasizer Nano (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). In addition, the zeta potential of the sand particles suspended in AGW with acetic acid (4.8 mg/L) or rhamnose (13.1 mg/L) was measured.
The CSH as a function of the rhamnolipid concentration (0, 20, 40, and 80 mg/L) was measured using a modified bacterial-adhesion-to-hydrocarbons (BATH) method described by Zhang et al. [1997] . Briefly, the cells were first rinsed twice with AGW and then resuspended in AGW to give an optical density at 400 nm (OD 400 ) of approximately 0.66 measured with a spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-2552, Tokyo, Japan). Then 4.0 mL of cells suspension and 1.0 mL of hexadecane were preincubated in a 7 mL centrifuge tube for 5 min, vortexed for 1 min, and allowed to stand for 30 min at room temperature ($208C). The absorbance of the aqueous phase at 400 nm was measured. CSH was expressed by the ratio of the difference between the absorbance of the initial cells suspension and the absorbance of the aqueous phase after mixing over the absorbance of the initial cells suspension. The CSH of bacteria suspended in AGW with acetic acid (4.8 mg/L) or rhamnose (13.1 mg/L) was also examined.
The zeta potential of cells in the presence of rhamnolipid of different concentrations (0, 20, 40, and 80 mg/ L), acetic acid (4.8 mg/L), and rhamnose (13.1 mg/L) was determined based on the measurement of electrophoretic mobility of the cells using the ZEN3600 Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK), which is described in detail by Zhong et al. [2007] . The measurements were conducted at room temperature ($208C).
Saturated Column Experiments
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in supporting information Figure S3 . The column used for the transport experiments was constructed of tempered glass, with a dimension of 15.4 cm in length and 2.2 cm in inner diameter. At each end of the column, there was a dense wire-net frit to retain the porous medium and promote uniform cross-sectional flow. The material for the frits and all the connectors was stainless steel.
The sand or soil was dry packed into the column under vibration. Then the column was flushed with CO 2 and saturated by injecting deaired sterile AGW from bottom to top of the vertically oriented column using a valveless piston pump (QG-6, Fluid Metering Inc., USA). The porosity of the packed column was determined gravimetrically and the results are presented in Table 1 . Before injection of bacterial suspensions, nonreactive tracer tests using pentafluorobenzoic acid (PFBA, 80 mg/L) were conducted.
Both glucose-grown and hexadecane-grown cells were used for the transport experiments with sand, whereas only the former were used for the soil. The methods and procedures for cell growth and harvest, and for preparation of cell suspension in AGW with rhamnolipid, were described by Zhong et al. [2015] . Before injection into the column, the bacterial suspension was allowed to stand for an hour for full contact of rhamnolipid and cells [Zhong et al., 2015] . Then the zeta potential and CSH of cells were measured. All the column experiments were performed at room temperature of $208C.
In a typical experiment, the column was first equilibrated with sterilized AGW by flushing the column with $30 pore volume equivalents (PVs) of AGW. Then 4-5 PVs of cell suspension in AGW (with or without rhamnolipid) were injected from the bottom of the vertically oriented column at a flow rate of 0.30 mL/min (equivalent to a pore water velocity of 0.24 cm/min for sand and 0.26 cm/min for soil). After this, 4-5 PVs of Figure S2A ).
b
Measured with the N 2 /BET method by Tri-Star 3020 surface area and aperture analysis tester (Mike Instruments, Georgia).
c Organic matter content was measured by using the loss-on-ignition method.
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cell-free AGW (with or without rhamnolipid) was injected. The effluent was collected every 15 min in 10 mL tubes using an automatic fraction collector (BSZ-100, Shanghai Huxi Analysis Instrument Co., Ltd., China). The optical density of samples at the wavelength of 600 nm (OD 600 ) was measured with a UV-vis spectrophotometer (UV-2552, Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan). The results of our prior experiment showed that the OD 600 is proportional to cell concentration measured as colony-forming-unit (C, CFU/mL) for P. aeruginosa grown on glucose or hexadecane, with a relation of C 5 1.65 3 10 8 3 OD 600 (R 2 5 0.99) [Zhong et al., 2015] . As a result, the ratio between OD 600 of the effluent samples and OD 600 of influent was used to represent the normalized cell concentration (C/C 0 ) for breakthrough curves. The cell suspension for injection had an OD 600 of 0.37, giving a C 0 of 6 3 10 7 CFU/mL.
For the sand, there were duplicate sets of experiment. In each set of replicate, the same column was used for all of the experiments for a given cell type (glucose-grown or hexadecane-grown), with rhamnolipid concentrations changed incrementally (0, 20, 40, and 80 mg/L). Between each experiment, the column was flushed sequentially with AGW, hot NaOH solution ($1008C, 0.1 M, 1 h), and AGW to lyse the retained cells and clean the column. A new packed column was used when there was a change of cell type. For the soil, one set of experiment was conducted and a newly packed column was used for each rhamnolipid concentration.
Two additional sets of experiments, the ionic strength control (ISC) and functional groups control (FGC) tests, were conducted to examine the effects of ionic strength and polar groups of rhamnolipid on transport of the cells, respectively. For the ISC experiments, the cell suspension in AGW was combined with additional NaCl as the IS regulator (but no rhamnolipid). The ISC experiments were conducted in duplicate. For the FGC experiments, acetic acid or rhamnose instead of rhamnolipid was used. The molar concentration of the additional NaCl, acetic acid, or rhamnose was 80 lM, which was the molar concentration for 40 mg/L of rhamnolipid.
Column Experiments with Residual NAPLs
The emplacement of the residual saturation of hexadecane in the column packed with the sand was based on the study of Bai et al. [1997b] . Briefly, the column packed with sand was saturated with AGW, and then hexadecane was injected from the top of the packed column at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min until the mass of the packed column became stable. To establish residual hexadecane saturation, the packed column was first flushed with AGW from the bottom at a flow rate of 0.30 mL/min until the mass of the column become stable. The residual saturation of NAPLs (S nr ) was calculated using equation (1):
where m 1 (g) is the mass of the AGW-saturated column packed with the sand, m 2 (g) is the mass of the AGW-saturated column packed with the sand containing residual hexadecane, V (mL) is pore volume in the column packed with the sand, and q w (g/cm 3
) and q h (g/cm 3 ) are the density of AGW and hexadecane at room temperature ($208C), respectively. S nr at this time (residual saturation obtained using AGW) was 0.10.
Then the column was further flushed with rhamnolipid solution at a concentration of 40 mg/L until the mass of packed column was stable. This produced a smaller residual saturation of hexadecane (S nr 5 0.05) due to partial mobilization of hexadecane in the presence of rhamnolipid. This column was used for cell transport experiments. In each experiment, cell suspension was introduced into the column at a flow rate of 0.30 mL/min (equivalent to a pore water velocity of 0.25 cm/min), followed by AGW free of cells. Similar to the experiment without NAPLs, between each experiment the column was flushed in series with AGW, hot NaOH solution, and AGW to remove retained cells. This column was also used for follow-up experiments with hexadecane-grown cells. No mobilization of hexadecane was observed (i.e., microemulsions or hexadecane droplets in the effluent) in any of the experiments with injection of cell suspension. In addition, the mass of the column remained stable throughout the entire series of experiments. These results indicate that the residual NAPLs remained stable after the new saturation (S nr 5 0.05) was established.
Duplicate sets of experiment were conducted in the presence of residual NAPL. The residual NAPL saturations in the two replicates were very close to each other (0.10 before rhamnolipid injection and 0.05 after rhamnolipid injection), showing duplicability for residual NAPL formation.
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For clarification purpose, design of the whole experiment is shown in Table 2 . The concentrations of rhamnolipid used in this study (20, 40 , and 80 mg/L) are all lower than the CMC.
Data Analysis
The classical colloid filtration theory [Harvey and Garabedian, 1991] has been used extensively to study bacterial transport and deposition in porous media, wherein a ''clean bed'' conceptual model is assumed for the transport. In this condition, the concentrations of fluid-phase bacterial cells at travel distance x and time t can be described by advection-dispersion equation with first-order attachment shown by equation (2):
where k is deposition rate coefficient (h 21 ) of bacterial cells.
Hence, for a continuous bacteria injection at a concentration of C 0 (at x 5 0, time t 0 5 0), the concentrations of fluid-phase bacteria at travel distance x (time t) are:
where v w (cm/h) is the pore water velocity.
When x 5 L (L is the length of the column), the equation (3) can be rewritten in form of equation (4):
where C is the cell concentration in the effluent.
The relationship between the pore water velocity (v w ) and flow rate (Q) of water is shown by equation (5):
where D (cm) is the inner diameter of the column and n is the porosity. Hence, the deposition rate coefficient (k (h 21 )) can be determined using equation (6):
When the the saturated sand column contains residual NAPLs, the effective pore volume (V e ) (the volume occupied by water) and the effective porosity (n e ) are determined using equation (7) and (8), respectively:
V e 5Vð12S nr Þ 
Since n e should be used for calculation of k in the presence of residual NAPL, in this case k was determined using equation (9):
It should noted that for calculation of k (h 21 ) the C/C 0 was obtained for each experiment by averaging the C/C 0 value for the points on breakthrough curves between 1.8 PV and 2 PV [Walker et al., 2004] , at which mobilization of deposited cells, and ''blocking'' and ''ripening'' processes, are not considered to occur [Camesano et al., 1999; Meinders et al., 1995; Nascimento et al., 2006] .
The independent-sample t test was used to statistically compare between the experimental data of CSH, zeta potential, and deposition rate coefficient. The analysis was based on statistic software of IBM SPSS (International Business Machines corporation, Statistical Package for the Social Science).
Results and Discussion
Cells and Porous Medium Surface Properties
The zeta potential of the sand in AGW is approximately 30 mV and it becomes more negative with rhamnolipid treatment (P < 0.05) ( Table 3 ). The zeta potential of the soil in AGW remained at $21 mV with the treatment of rhamnolipid (Table 3) . Rhamnolipid is an anionic surfactant due to the negatively charged carboxyl group in the molecule. Adsorption of rhamnolipid molecules on surfaces of the sand likely causes a more negatively charged surface. The soil appears to have a surface with complex constituents (supporting information Figures S2B and S2C ) and the organic matter content is much higher (Table 1) . Therefore, the soil may have strong buffering capacity and thus the surface zeta potential is insensitive to rhamnolipid adsorption.
The zeta potential and surface hydrophobicity of the cells are presented in Table 4 . The zeta potentials of glucose-grown and hexadecane-grown cells are close, and both of them decrease in the presence of the monoRL (P < 0.05) ( Table 4 ). The hexadecane-grown cells have a significantly higher CSH than the glucosegrown cells as shown by the BATH results (Table 4 ). The CSH of both groups of cells decreases significantly with the increase of rhamnolipid concentration to 40 mg/L (P < 0.05), and then increases with the further increase of rhamnolipid concentration to 80 mg/L (Table 4) . These results are essentially identical to the results of batch experiments implemented under the same conditions [Zhong et al., 2015] , showing excellent reproducibility. Acetic acid markedly decreases the cell surface zeta potential (P < 0.05) but has no effect on CSH (Table 4) . Rhamnose causes a decrease of zeta potential and increase of CSH (P < 0.05) Statistically smaller compared to the control group (P < 0.05). (Table 4 ). The influence of monoRL, L-rhamnose, and acetic acid on CSH indicates the importance of the nonpolar moiety for the function of monoRL to reduce CSH at low concentrations.
Cell Transport in Sand
Breakthrough curves for cell transport in the AGWsaturated sand column are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . Retention and recoveries of the cells are presented in Table 2 . Breakthrough curves of PFBA are symmetrical and sharp for arrival and descending waves (no shoulder and tailing). The C/C 0 is approximately 0.5 at PV of 1 and the plateau is 1 (no retardation and retention), indicating ideal hydrodynamic transport in a uniformly packed column [Bai et al., 1997a] . Breakthrough curves of both glucose-grown (hydrophilic) and hexadecane-grown (hydrophobic) cells show strong retention (81% and 82%, respectively) in the absence of rhamnolipid, yielding recoveries of 25% and 26%, respectively (Figures 1a, 2a , and Table 2 ). An apparent blocking effect, wherein cell concentration gradually increases during the continuous injection, is observed for glucose-grown cells (i.e., hydrophilic surface) in the presence of rhamnolipid. The retention of the glucose-grown cells is only slightly weaker than hexadecane-grown cells (i.e., hydrophobic cells). This is in contrast to transport of the cells in the ideal porous medium of glass beads, in which retention of hydrophobic cells is strong ($80%) but retention of hydrophilic cells is significantly weaker ($20%) [Zhong et al., 2016] .
The sand is poorly sorted (supporting information Figure S2A ) and has a large uniformity coefficient that is close to that of the soil (Table 1) . It also possesses high particle angularity and surface roughness as demonstrated by SEM images (supporting information Figure S2B ). Such features have been observed to result in enhanced retention through significantly higher straining potential [Bradford et al., 2006; D ıaz et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2015; Santamar ıa et al., 2012; Tufenkji et al., 2004] . In addition, the surface roughness may also increase the collision efficiency and decrease electrostatic repulsion energy barriers between cells and porous media, and thus enhance cell deposition [Hoek et al., 2003; Santamar ıa et al., 2012; Shellenberger and Logan, 2002] .
The presence of rhamnolipid results in a reduction of retention for both groups of cells, and the retention decreases with the increase of rhamnolipid concentration from 0 to 20 to 40 mg/L (Figures 1a, 2a , and Table 2 ). When rhamnolipid concentration further increases to 80 mg/L, however, it exhibits the reverse effect and increases cell retention to a level comparable to that in the absence of rhamnolipid. It should be noted that the rhamnolipid concentrations are significantly lower in contrast to the concentrations generally used for bioaugmentation applications. For example, rhamnolipid concentrations an order of magnitude higher were used to enhance P. aeruginosa cell transport in a sand medium [Bai et al., 1997a] , which gives a degree of enhancement similar to that observed in this study.
The anionic rhamnolipid can increase the ionic strength of AGW, which is demonstrated by the observation that the electrical conductivity increases with increase of rhamnolipid concentrations (supporting information Figure S4 ). The potential impact of the increase in ionic strength was investigated with the ISC control experiment, in which additional NaCl at a molar concentration of 80 lM (equal to molar concentration of 40 mg/L of rhamnolipid) was added in place of rhamnolipid. Greater retentions (86% and 87% for glucose-grown and hexadecanegrown cells, respectively) and lower recoveries (17% and 18%, respectively) of cells are observed in the presence of additional NaCl in contrast to background AGW (Figures 1a, 2a, and Table 2 ). This is expected due to a more compressed electrical double layer for the cells and the sand with higher ionic strength of the solution. For all of the experiments conducted with rhamnolipid, the magnitudes of retention of cells are less than the retention observed for the ISC experiment (Figures 1a, 2a, and Table 2 ). These results indicate that rhamnolipid has some additional effect beyond that associated with increasing the ionic strength of the aqueous phase, and that this effect can facilitate the transport of cells in the sand.
Cell Transport in Soil
Breakthrough curves of glucose-grown cells in the soil saturated with AGW are presented in Figure 3 . Minimal breakthrough is observed in the absence of rhamnolipid (retention > 99%, Table 2 ). This result indicates that the soil has a much greater potential for cell retention than the sand. The results of grain size distribution analysis show that the size of approximately 70% of the soil particles by mass is in the range of 0.075-0.20 mm, which is smaller than the sand (supporting information Figure S2A ). In addition, the soil has much rougher surfaces (supporting information Figure S2C ), and significantly higher specific surface area and organic matter content (Table 1 ) than the sand. Such properties may result in elevated adsorption capacity [Dai and Hozalski, 2003; Hoek et al., 2003; Parent and Velegol, 2004; Shellenberger and Logan, 2002] and enhanced straining potential for bacterial cells [Bradford and Bettahar, 2005; Bradford et al., 2006; D ıaz et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2015; Santamar ıa et al., 2012; Tufenkji et al., 2004] , which are responsible for the nearly complete retention of cells in the soil. Despite the great retention potential of the soil, breakthrough of the The experiments were performed in duplicate with two independently packed columns (1 and 2 in the legends) except for those with acetic acid or rhamnose as the chemical, for which the experiments were performed once.
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cells is still observed in the presence of rhamnolipid at a concentration of 40 mg/L (Figure 3) , with a reduction of retention rate from >99% to 97% and an increase of recovery from $1% to 5% (Table 2 ). The result shows the potential of lowconcentration rhamnolipid in facilitating bacterial transport in natural porous media.
Cells Transport in the Presence of Residual NAPLs
Breakthrough curves for the transport of cells in the sand containing hexadecane as the residual NAPLs are shown in Figure 4 . A slight blocking effect is observed for cell transport in the absence of rhamnolipid, which is in contrast to transport of the cells in hexadecane-free sand. This is likely due to the additional adsorption of cells to water-hexadecane interfaces, for which the strong adsorption likely results in accumulation of cells to such an extent that those interfaces cannot be maintained as a ''clean bed''. Retention is much stronger for hexadecane-grown cells (hydrophobic) than for glucose-grown cells (hydrophilic) (89% versus 68%, Table 2 ), which is also in contrast to transport of the cells in hexadecane-free sand, wherein the retention difference between these two types of cells is minimal. This result indicates stronger adsorption of hydrophobic cells to the waterhexadecane interface than hydrophilic cells.
The presence of rhamnolipid at all the concentrations tested greatly reduces the retention for both glucose-grown and hexadecane-grown cells, compared to in the absence of rhamnolipid ( Figure 4 and Table 2 ). These results indicate the effect of rhamnolipid in attenuating The k values for cell transport in the absence or presence of NAPLs are presented in Figure 5 . In the absence of the NAPLs, the difference of k between glucose-grown and hexadecane-grown cells is minimal for all the rhamnolipid concentrations tested (including IS control) (all P > 0.05). In the presence of the NAPLs, however, the k of hexadecane-grown cells is significantly higher than that of glucose-grown cells (all P < 0.05). By comparing between k values obtained in the absence of rhamnolipid (0 mg/L or IS control in Figures 5a and 5b) for hexadecanegrown cells, it is also observed that the k increases as a result of NAPLs presence. Comparison of k between different rhamnolipid concentrations for either glucosegrown or hexadecane-grown cells shows a manifest reduction trend with increasing rhamnolipid concentration from 0 to 40 mg/L.
Mechanism for Low-Concentration Rhamnolipid to Affect Cell Transport
The transport of bacteria in porous media is influenced by the surface charge of both bacteria and porous media [Bai et al., 1997a; Baygents et al., 1998; Schinner et al., 2010] . The results of our study show that the surface charges of the sand and the cells decrease (become more negative) with the addition of rhamnolipid (Tables 3 and 4) . Hence, one possible mechanism for the impact of rhamnolipid on retention may be via its influence on electrostatic interactions between cells and porous media. The relationship between the k and the sum of sand and cell zeta potentials (total zeta potential) is presented in Figure 6 . The k does not decrease monotonously with decrease (negatively increase) of the total zeta potential, regardless of the cell type and the presence of the NAPLs (i.e., k increases with decrease of the total zeta potential as rhamnolipid concentration increases from 40 to 80 mg/L). This result indicates that the electrostatic interaction is not the dominant mechanism for low-concentration rhamnolipid to affect cell transport.
In contrast, it is observed that for either glucose-grown or hexadecane-grown cells, there is a highly linear relationship between k and the cell BATH rate in the absence of NAPLs (Figure 7 ). This is similar to the results of a prior study on transport of P. aeruginosa cells in glass beads, where a good linearity between k and the cell BATH rate was also observed [Zhong et al., 2016] . Such good linearity indicates that CSH is an important factor for cell deposition in natural porous media. These results also demonstrate that altering CSH and hence the hydrophobic interaction between the cells and porous media is an important mechanism for the low-concentration rhamnolipid to influence cell transport. This mechanism differs from that for rhamnolipid of high-concentrations (500 mg/L) to enhance P. aeruginosa cell transport, for which the enhancement was driven by increase of sand surface charge density by rhamnolipid adsorption, physical screening of cells from close contact with sand surfaces, and solubilization of extracellular polymeric substances [Bai et al., 1997a] .
In order to further test whether changing hydrophobic interaction between cells and sand surface is the primary mechanism by which rhamnolipid affected cell transport in this study, functional group control experiments (FGC) were conducted. In these experiments, the effect of 80 lM of acetic acid or rhamnose in AGW on cell transport in the sand was examined. Acetic acid and rhamnose were used for comparison because they represent, respectively, the rhamnosyl and carboxyl groups in the monoRL molecule. They exhibit a different impact on changing CSH compared to the rhamnolipid (acetic acid does not affect CSH, while rhamnose increases CSH). The presence of acetic acid decreases cell retention compared to AGW background solution (Figures 1b, 2b , and Table 2 ). This is likely a result of significant increase of surface charge (more negative zeta potential) for cells and sand surfaces in the presence of acetic acid (discussed in section 3.1, Tables 3 and 4), which enhances electrostatic repulsion between cells and the sand surface. The decrease, however, is significantly lower than that produced by rhamnolipid of the same molar concentration (80 mM, or 40 mg/L). In contrast, the presence of rhamnose causes enhancement of retention (Figures 1b, 2b, and Table 2 ), in spite of the fact that the cell surface charge also increases with its presence. Such enhancement of retention appears to be a result of increasing CSH in the presence of the rhamnose. These results further demonstrate that the rhamnolipid-induced decrease in cell CSH, and thus attenuation of hydrophobic interactions between cells and porous media, is primarily responsible for the observed cell transport enhancement.
Many investigations have shown that the presence of DOM, such as humic acid, can decrease bacterial attachment to sand surfaces and thus reduce bacterial retention [Foppen et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2012] . These mechanisms include increase of bacteria-sand repulsion by enhanced negative surface charge of bacteria or sand due to sorption of DOM , blocking of bacterial deposition by competing for deposition sites by DOM [Foppen et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2012] , producing steric effect against bacterial cells by the adsorption of DOM onto sand surfaces [Bai et al., 1997a; Choi et al., 2011] , and influencing bacterial community selforganization [Ebrahimi and Or, 2015] . The result of this study indicates that another mechanism, i.e., altering CSH and hence hydrophobic interaction between cells and solid surface, may be employed by some DOM, such as surfactants, to facilitate cell transport. ) and cell BATH rate for transport of P. aeruginosa ATCC 9027 cells in silica sand. GG cells and HG cells in legend represent glucose-grown cells and hexadecane-grown cells, respectively. The error bars represent standard deviation of the data from two independent replicates of experiments.
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This strong linearity between the k and rhamnolipid-concentration-dependent CSH, however, is not maintained in the presence of residual NAPLs. The deviation from linearity is particularly high for hexadecanegrown cells (R 2 is only 0.37, Figure 7 ). For both groups of cells, the k is highly susceptible to change of CSH when the CSH is relatively high, given that a slightly rhamnolipid-induced decrease in BATH rate causes a significant decrease of the k. One likely reason for such a result is the higher heterogeneity in medium interface hydrophobicity in the presence of NAPLs compared to no-NAPL scenario (e.g., cell deposition at NAPLwater interface may be more sensitive to the change of CSH than at water-solid interface). Another possible reason is chemotaxis of the cells to hexadecane (the NAPLs phase) during transport. The P. aeruginosa cells used in this study are living cells and may show chemotactic movement in response to hexadecane as the energy source, which can be particularly true for the hexadecane-grown cells. There is the possibility that the monoRL molecules can be interruptors for the chemotaxis process, and thus weaken the deposition of the cells (lower k). Such a speculation is supported by the observation that the three concentrations of rhamnolipid caused decrease of retention (or k) of hexadecane-grown cells to a similar degree in the sand with NAPL (Figures 4b, 7 , and Table 2 ). The possible effect of rhamnolipid on chemotaxis should be a topic of future researh.
Conclusions
Although the role of rhamnolipid to enhance biodegradation of organic contaminants for remediation has been extensively reported, field-scale application of this biosurfactant is very scarce due to the high cost for commercial rhamnolipid supply ($$100/kg for crude product). The results of this study demonstrate that monorhamnolipid at significantly low concentrations (below CMC) can enhance bacterial transport in natural porous media. The influence of rhamnolipid on alterating CSH and hence hydrophobic interactions between cells and solid surface is demonstrated to be responsible for the transport enhancement. The significant enhanced-transport impact of rhamnolipid at low concentrations may offset the high cost for rhamnolipid supply, and enable large-scale application of this biosrufactant in remediation (only $40 g or $$4 of crude rhamnolipid for production of 1 m 3 of injection solution). The observation that the effect is more pronounced in the presence of NAPLs indicates that the role of rhamnolipid to facilitate cell transport can be more promising in remediation of NAPL-contaminated source zones. The study provided a new insight to biosurfactant-facilitated bacterial transport in silica-based porous media. Future studies can be focused on testing the effect of low-concentration rhamnolipid on cell transport in a broad range of natural soils, and examining the possible mechanisms.
